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Canceling Timeshares with Consumer Protection Attorneys Changing the
Industry with a “No Upfront Fees” Service

The Abrams Firm is committed to getting consumers out of timeshares by now offering an
option of no upfront fee service. They are consumer protection attorneys that have helped
thousands of consumers to divest their timeshares in a secure and legal manner.

(PRWEB) October 18, 2013 -- The Abrams Firm’s chief counsel is an undefeated consumer trial attorney for
over a decade. The firm has an international practice in timeshares offering safe, legal and cost-effective
services for timeshare owners needing to cancel a timeshare interest. When dealing with multimillion and
billion-dollar resorts, consumers want the best expertise and commitment money can buy... for way less of the
money part if possible. The Abrams Firm delivers on this proposition for the benefit of consumers.

The Abrams Firm conducts timeshare divestment services efficiently and for less money than non-Lawyer
services. They can support this, so put them to the test: 1-360-918-8196 The Abrams Firm has assisted
thousands of owners to get out of their timeshare. In past years their track record has always been flawless...
everybody got out. Past performance is never a guarantee of future results, but it does indicate the level of
competency that worked for thousands of owners.

“All consumer protection attorneys” is a revolutionary concept in any industry where services are directly
performed by consumer protection attorneys 1-on-1 from the initial fact production meeting through the final
resort closing (and at all points, like attorney drafting and critical negotiations with resort executives and
corporate counsels). Comprised of exclusively consumer lawyers with many years of expertise, there is not one
paralegal or unlicensed 800# sales rep, just attorneys who understand perspectives of consumers and live for
consumer justice.

Timeshare investments are often not profitable, and extremely hard to get out of, so timeshare scams take
advantage of that. The Abrams Firm can cancel a timeshare interest, and help consumers avoid timeshare
scams. The Abrams Firm is known by consumers and government regulators alike, as the safe zone for
timeshare owners.

For consumers, the timeshare after-market is brutal. In 3200 consumer reports by timeshare owners, a
staggering 82% fraud-rate was found. Consumer advocates like Suze Orman, Dave Ramsey & Clark Howard
may agree that lawyers help in dangerous waters of the timeshare aftermarket, and perhaps the best navigators
are precision focused timeshare lawyers.

Vacation interests, deeded or membership points, may not be worth money even if some consumers have been
told they can turn it into big profits. Timeshares have a dark side where they say it’s “hot” and “we have people
that want to buy it”, but require all the money in an upfront fee. Sometimes they want closing funds to cover
fees associated with the “escrow” but instead the money goes straight into the scammer’s bank account.

Due to their involvement in social media, especially Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, The Abrams Firm
noticed a recent rise in the amount of people having problems with selling or cancelling their timeshares. They
identified numerous forms of ever-sophisticated timeshare scams; social media became a place where people
helped each other link up and acted like an online support group hub.
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This was true for 14,000 timeshare owners on timeshareforums.com, which is the site endorsed by the
timeshare consumer protection alerts & advisories at TCPAA.org. These are all key contributors to the public
advocacy assistance for consumers. This consumer protection framework is coordinated through a cadre of
social media at the firm, and John Phillip Abrams who is advocating for timeshare owners on Twitter
@LawyerTimeshare, just plugging into LinkedIn, and has been the moderator for 14,000 timeshare owners’
community on Twitter @TimeshareForums that re-tweets for Facebook user public access at John Phillip
Abrams on Facebook.

Since 2001, The Abrams Firm has been a leader in consumer protection law and advocacy. They seek to get
consumers out of timeshare contracts before thieves have a chance to target them, but the predators move fast
as witnessed by 191 FTC timeshare fraud actions in 2013 alone.

The Abrams Firm strongly believes in education concerning the timeshare industry and consumer reliability for
safety and security in a troubled industry. Owners can call and have a free consultation. With a track record of
assisting thousands of consumers to divest their timeshares securely and legally, The Abrams Firm’s consumer
protection attorneys are ready to assist you.

The Abrams Firm is here to help. You can reach them on Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/theabramsfirm, Twitter at https://twitter.com/TheAbramsFirm, and YouTube at
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMKo92Hd4EifMPaDh4pbvgg/videos . To learn more about The Abrams
Firm visit their website at www.TheAbramsFirm.com or call them at (360) 918-8196.
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Contact Information
John Phillip Abrams
The Abrams Firm
http://theabramsfirm.com/
(360)-918-8196

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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